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RESUME

Nous présentons et discutons nos mesures de susceptibilité en refroidissement sous champ

effectuées sur des poudres dispersées et des frittes YBa2Cu3O7 dans une gamme de champ allant de 3 à 40

Oersteds. Nous trouvons que ce que l'on appelle fraction Meissner dépend du champ, augmentant avec le
champ dans les céramiques frittées et diminuant dans les poudres. Nous trouvons aussi une forte

anisotropie de ce paramètre, dans les deux sortes d'échantillons : la fraction Meissner est plus grande quand
le champ est parallèle à l'axe C. On montre que ces caractéristiques s'expliquent tout naturellement si l'on
suppose que la fraction Meissner basse température :

1°) reflète la dépendance en champ et l'anisotropie des propriétés de la fraction Meissner qui a été

piégée à plus haute température,
2°) continue à diminuer quand on baisse la température et que son anisotropie se trouve renforcée

par rapport aux poudres dans les échantillons frittes à cause de l'ancrage du flux aux joints des grains.
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FIELD DEPENDENCE AND ANISOTROPY OF THE MEISSNER EFFECT IN ° lu-
SINTERED AND DILUTE POWDERS OF ¥632^367

N. BONTEMPS, P. MONOD

Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, UPS 91405 Orsay (France)
j

P. REGNIER

SRMP CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif sur Yvette (France)

We report low temperature freld-cooled susceptibility measurements
on sintered and dilute ¥632^307 powders in a 3-40 Oe field range. We
find that the so-called Meissner fraction is fiejd dependent, increasing
as the field increases in ceramics and decreasing in powders. We also
find a strong anisotropy, in both sets of samples: the Meissner fraction
is larger when the field is applied parallel to the c axis. All these
features are shown to emerge naturally if one assumes that the low
temperature Meissner fraction: i) reflects the field dependence and the
anisotropic properties of the equilibrium Meissner fraction which has
been trapped at higher temperature, ii) is further reduced and its
anisotropy is enhanced in sintered compounds with respect to powders,
due to flux pinning at the grain boundaries.

1. INTRODUCTION

The difference between the zero-field cooled susceptibility (%ZFC) anc'
the field cooled susceptibility (XFC)« though quantitatively different in
ceramics, oriented powders or single crystals, appear to be present in any
kind of sample1. Various interpretations have been raised: one is that this
Meissner fraction reflects an "intrinsically superconducting volume" in a
field range such that the junctions are no longer able to screen the
magnetic field, hence the grains are decoupled2. Flux pinning is the most
commonly quoted mechanism to explain the reduction of the Meissner
fraction with respect to full diamagnetism. The best documented
experimental basis for this interpretation is the field dependence of the
Meissner effect in single crystals3 and ceramics4. Glassy behavior5.6 may
also explain this field dependence as well as other irreversible features
of high Tc superconductors.

In this paper, we report an investigation of the Meissner fraction at low
température.., in various samples: a highly textured ceramic, a standard
unoriented ceramic and a dilute oriented powder, as a function of the field
magnitude and of the field orientation in the oriented samples. We have



restricted to a 3-40 Oe field range: our lowest field is set by the
sensitivity of our experimental device. Our largest field is such that the

critical field Hcl, though not exactly known7-8-9, is expected to be
significantly larger in any cristallographie direction for the temperature
range of interest (T<60K). Also, the weak links should be in this range
most sensitive to the field10.

We find a completely different behavior for ceramic material and dilute
powders: firstly, the Meissner fraction in the former samples increases as

the field increases, whereas it decreases in the latter ones. Secondly,
when crushing the unoriented ceramic, we recover a powder behavior, both

in magnitude and in field dependence. This observation is corroborated by

the comparison between the oriented powder and the textured ceramic.
This strongly suggests that inter-grain boundaries are responsible for

both the reduction of the Meissner fraction of a sintered material with
respect to a powder and its anomalous increase with increasing field.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

All our YBa2Cu3C>7 samples exhibit sharp transitions (less than 2K)
around 92K.

The unoriented ceramic has been prepared by standard techniques and

has a relative density of 80%. After the FC and ZFC measurements were

completed, it was crushed in a mortar. %pc and XZFC °f tne resulting powder
were immediately measured.

The textured ceramic has been prepared by creep-sintering under
uniaxial pressure11. This technique provides very dense (>90%), highly
textured material with large platelet grains (30-1 OOu, wide and a few u,

thick).
The oriented powder have been prepared from selected grains of

intermediate size (~5-10ji) imbedded in epoxy and oriented in a 9 T

magnetic field at room temperature12.
All measurements have been performed in the range 15-100K with a

vibrating sample magnetometer.

3. RESULTS
The zero-field cooled susceptibilities for all samples are similar: they

remain approximately constant in our field range.

In the case of the textured compound (whose shape is fairly well



defined) and the oriented powders (where the grains have also a
reasonably well known shape12), we have checked that we get 100%
screening whatever the direction 'of trie field provided the proper
demagnetizing field corrections are done. Such corrections are not so easy
for the unoriented ceramic; a sphere approximation yields 90% screening.
We have also assumed spherical grains when crushed.

We now define the Meissner fraction as:

Î = - 4 K M/Hjnt 0)

where M is the magnetic moment p'er cm3 and Hjnt is the internal field, e.g.
the applied field corrected from .demagnetizing field effects.
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FIGURE 1
Meissner fraction versus the
magnetic field (corrected from
demagnetizing field effects) for
various samples:

A-Oriented powder, H ± ab plane
Y -Oriented powder, H //ab plane
• -Random powder
o-Textured ceramic, H _L ab plane
+-Textured ceramic, H // ab plane
B-Unoriented ceramic
©-Angular average of the

textured ceramic (see text)

HlntCOe)50

We show on fig.1 the Meissner fraction f that we have computed for
each sample as a function of the internal field. Ceramics and powders
exhibit a completely different behavior. For the oriented powder, the
Meissner fraction is reminiscent of the field dependence already observed
in single crystals3 : it decreases as the field increases. More surprising is
the ceramic' behavior: the Meissner fraction increases as the field
increases, this increase being much more significant when the field is



applied perpendicular to the ab plane (Hj_) than when parallel to this plane
(H//). Crushing the unoriented ceramic yields a spectacular increase of the
Meissner fraction, and simultaneously the field dependence of a powder is
recovered. This is a strong indication of pinning by the grain boundaries.

In single crystals, the anisotropy of the Meissner fraction has been
often reported^,14,15t without being really explained. Fig.1 shows that
this anisotropy is much more pronounced in the textured ceramic than in
the oriented powder.

4. DISCUSSION
j

a) Oriented powder behavior
The field-cooled susceptibility of the oriented powder is anisotropic,

e.g. larger for Hx than for H,/ and decreases as the cooling field gets larger.
In order to explain the field dependence, Krusin-Elbaum et al made the
following remark: when cooling in a given magnetic field H, flux is
gradually expelled from the sample in the temperature range where H<HC2

but still larger than HC1. They computed the Meissner fraction (4n; XFC)
from the magnetization value in the regime H=HC2 and argued that this
Meissner fraction gets trapped at a temperature T*(H) at which the
irreversibility line5 is crossed. This yields indeed a Meissner fraction
which decreases as H is increased 3.

The same authors develop a different analysis in a subsequent paper16,
based on the idea that a field gradient develops from the bulk towards the
surface, associated with the critical current that the system is able to

sustain. Each temperature defines a characteristic length ("flux-trapping
depth") over which flux is trapped.

We follow here a model similar to the first one and work out the
anisotropy of the Meissner fraction mainly as a consequence of the
trapping of the equilibrium Meissner fraction.

According to our experimental observations17, flux is being trapped in
our samples around an irreversibility temperature T*~87-88 K; this
temperature does not depend on the field magnitude (in the 3-30 Oe range)
or on its orientation (within ± 1 K). We consider the two London
penetration...depths, Xab (associated to currents flowing within the ab
plane, hence HjJ and Xc (associated to currents flowing parallel to the c
axis, hence H//). At 87 K, Xab and lc must range from 3300 to 16000 A,



assuming values of 1400 A and 7000 A at 0 K9. An average inter-vortex
distance at 30 Oe is 8000 A. The most suitable limit to compute the

equilibrium magnetization is thus the low field regime: H=HC1. We note
that the previous models were discussed in the framework of the high
field3 or intermediate field1 6 regimes, which does not apply in this field

range.
In the low field regime (H>HC1), at equilibrium, the Meissner fraction

writes ! 8;

f (T,H) = 1 - (c2<I>0 / X
2H ) { In [3 O0 / (4 K X*H - <D0 Inic )] }-2 (2)

where c is a geometrical factor which depends on the symmetry of the
vortex lattice1*5. Equation 2 makes it clear that if we neglect the (weak)

IRK dependence, f is a function of the single variable HX2. It is easy to
show that f decreases as HX2. increases. This has two consequences:
i) If f is frozen at its f(T*,H) value below the temperature T*, the larger

the field the smaller f(T*,H). This meets earlier conclusions3.
ii)We use the anisotropic description derived by Clem19 to write (2) in the

two field configurations:

fj. =1 -( cj.2^ / tf abHj) { In [ 3*o / (4 * *2abHj.- <3>0 In^ )] }-2 (3)
f// =1 -( c//2*0 / WcH,,) { In [ 300 / (4 TC A^H,, - O0 lnK// )] }-

2 (4)

In (4), we have assumed a rectangular lattice, as indeed observed in a

small field20, with lattice periods within the ratio XabAc> hence c//
different from Cj_, which refers to the hexagonal lattice. Both are actually
very close. We also neglect the (weak) IRK// and lmcj_ dependence. Then f±

and f// only depend on the HX2
ab or HXat,Xc variables; therefore f// < f±

because HAat,Xc> HX2
ab . If this equilibrium Meissner fraction is trapped at

T*» the low temperature measured Meissner fraction displays the same

anisotropy.
To check whether such a mechanism is effective, we observe that, in

order to get f*jL= f*// (the star specifies henceforward a non equilibrium

value), one should multiply the field by Xc/Xatj. From our data (fig.1), we
see that we need H± ~10 times higher to decrease f*j_ down to the f*7/

value for our lowest field. This would imply Xc/Xab -10 . This value is not
much larger than the published anisotropy ratio for X (~5)2 2>23,24

Therefore, we believe that the anisotropy in the equilibrium regime

reflects itself in the low field irreversible Meissner fraction. The fact
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that X c /Àab is possibly overestimated might be an indication of some
additionnai anisotropic pinning mechanism. Indeed, similar considerations
(which are not reported here) can be worked out within the framework of
the second model1^ and yield an enhancement of the anisotropy.

b) Ceramics
Whereas the Meissner fraction exhibits a similar anisotropic behavior

in ceramics and in oriented po.wders, the field variation is opposite: the
Meissner fraction gets larger as the field increases, this being quite
significant along the c axis and hardly noticeable along the a,b axes (fig.1).

These features may be understopd in a simple model of grains or
crystallites (behaving like the oriented powder grains) connected one to
the other through grain boundaries "which act as Josephson junctions (JJ).
Indeed, fig. 1 shows that withdrawing the grain boundaries allows the flux
out of the sample, both for the unoriented ceramic when crushed and for
the textured one if compared to the oriented powder. Therefore flux is
being trapped within the JJ at the T* temperature.

We shall not be concerned by the specific pinning mechanism. What
matters for the model described here is that flux expelled from the grains
collects within the JJ and remains trapped there. The total trapped flux
comprises the flux trapped within the grains (proportionnai to l-f) and
within the JJ. The latter is a fraction, which we write (1- g), of the flux
(proportionnai to f) expelled from the grains. Then the overall Meissner
fraction is f= gf.

When the field is increased, some flux will leak through: either H
exceeds the lower critical field of the JJ or it merely reduces the critical
currents of those JJ which were already penetrated. Critical currents drop
sharply with field in ceramics10. In contrast, the decrease of f with field
is rather modest (10%,fig.1). We expect the measured Meissner fraction gf
to be dominated by the variation of g(H), hence to increase with increasing
field.

The above modélisation predicts the same anisotropy ratio f±/f// for the
textured ceramic and the oriented powder, contrary to the present
observation. The anisotropy ratio f'j/f'// of the ceramic is enhanced by a
factor of ~3 with respect to the oriented powder one (fig.1).

We show, now that the enhancement of the anisotropy ratio is again
related to the Xc versus A.ab anisotropy. The flux expelled from the grain
(proportionnai to f// and fj_ respectively) is confined within the JJ,



therefore through a smaller area. This results in a local field h enhanced
with respect to the applied field. To get an estimate of this local field, we
assume that the junctions have a thickness e and lie parallel to the
principal axes. Then the field penetrates along the grain boundary within a
depth Xab or \c on each side of the junction, through an effective area
which, as an estimate, is dab(2Xab+e) for H±, and dab(2Xc+e) or dc(2Xab+e) for
H/, dab and dc are typical grain sizes along the a,b and c axes.

We write the conservation of- the flux expelled from the grain area and
threading through the junction effective area :

e) (5)
« 1/2 h/; [dab( 2^+6)+ dc( 2Aab+e)] (6)

We now assume e «Xab « Xc. The local field is then:

hi-Hj.dab/2^ab and h,, ~ H,, d^ (7)

as long as hj^ and h// remain smaller than Hcl. We finally neglect a possible
"feed-back" effect on the initial Meissner fraction of the grain. Therefore,
the overall Meissner fractions for the two field directions are:

f'l = fi.g(hjL) (8)
f,, = f/gfh,,) (9)

Since g(H) is larger for larger field, the anisotropy ratio f'i/f'// is
indeed enhanced with respect to fj_/f//. Again, these simple considerations
show that, for a given field, \\ should be the same as f1// if H is decreased
by a 2dcXab /dabXc factor. In this view, f1// is indicative of the field
dependence of fj_ in the lower field regime, hence smaller. The low field
extrapolation of our fj_ data may be questionable but if we do so, we find
dabX.c/2dcXab -10, a value larger than A,c/?tab since dab>2dc in this sample11.

It is interesting to note that an angular average of the Meissner
fraction:

<f > = 2/3 f//+ 1/3 f ± (10)

gives rise to a field dependence for the computed <f> very similar to the
one we find experimentally for the unoriented ceramic (fig.1).



We point out that this description is not inconsistent with previous
observations. In very low fields3»4, the Meissner fraction of ceramics was
found to decrease with increasing field, thus recovering the crystal
behavior. This implies a minimum in the field variation of the Meissner
fraction which has been indeed observed in lower fields on unoriented
ceramics of the same origin as ours22.

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a systematic investigation of the Meissner fraction

behavior in textured ceramics and oriented powders.
Our basic observations are:
a) The Meissner fraction is larger in-powders than in bulk ceramics.
b) The Meissner fraction increases with increasing field in textured

ceramics (by 50% for H 1 ab and by 10% for H // ab) in the 3-30 Oe field
range, contrary to the Meissner fraction of powders and single crystals
which tends to decrease.

c) The anisotropy ratio of the Meissner fraction is larger in textured
ceramics than in oriented powders.

All these facts can be interpreted in a simple model: the overall
Meissner fraction is the product of the Meissner fraction of the
elementary crystallites by the fraction of the flux expelled by the
surrounding array of Josephson junctions, and gets frozen at the
temperature of irreversibility. The field and angular dependence of the
Meissner fraction are shown to be due to the junction lattice which
further enhances the behavior of the crystal.
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